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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The indirect spin-spin coupling constants
(SSCC) along with chemical shifts are the most
important
parameters
given
by
NMR
spectroscopy.1 In this work the study focus is the
calculation of indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling
constants with originates in the interactions with
the surrounding electrons and does not disappear
in isotropic media.2

The results obtained in different theoretical
levels demonstrated reproduce satisfactorily the
experimental data, MAD and RMSD values
(Figure 2) show acceptable calculated values. In
the study model, the increased level of theory was
not a great advantage leading to large increases in
computation time without leading to significant
improvements in the accuracy, like showed in
other previous studies.9

The SSCCs are very sensitive to any variation
in molecular geometric structure and provides
information about the arrangement and the
connectivity of atoms in a molecule.3 The use of
DFT based calculations are an efficient approach
in the description of indirect SSCCs for various
molecular models of in organic chemistry. Given
at same time accuracy and lower computational
costs.2,4

Figure 2. MAD and RMSD values.
Calculated values of geminal couplings:
JH10aH10b e 2JH12aH12b (Figure 3) showed similar
behavior with all the different levels of theory
used. The basis set cc-pCVTZ and cc-pVTZ gave
lower values than the experimental values. And
upper values with 6-31-G, 6-31G(d,p) and
specifically designed basis sets for coupling
constants calculation.
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Figure 1. 3-ishwarone.
METHODS
In this work we calculated the SSCCs for the
molecular model of a sesquiterpene, the 3ishwarone (Figure 1), using the Gaussian 09
package for optimization at the theoretical level
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). For the calculations of SSCCs
it were used three different functionals: B3LYP,
B972 and mPW1PW91 5 combined with the basis
set: 6-31G, 6-31G(d,p), cc-pVTZ, cc-PCVTZ and
basis sets specifically designed for coupling
constants calculation: aug-cc-pVTZ-J, pcJ-2 and
ccJ-pVTZ.6,7,8 The calculated results were
compared with experimental data.

Figure 3. Geminal coupling prótons: a)
2
JH12aH12b and b) 2JH10aH10b.
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The calculated values for vicinal couplings:
JH1H2 e 3JH1H12b (Figure 4) although underestimate
the experimental values were those who had lower
standard deviation.
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Table 1 – Absolute values of total and separate
contribuitions to indirect spin-spin coupling (in
Hz) for the vicinal coupling (3JH1H2).

Figure 4. Vicinal coupling prótons: a) 3JH1H2 and
b) 3JH1H12b.
Table 2 – Absolute values of total and separate
contribuitions to indirect spin-spin coupling (in
Hz) for the geminal coupling (2JH10aH10b).

CONCLUSIONS
The calculations of SSCCs adequately
reproduces experimental data. It’s clear that the
choice of methodology to be used depends
strongly on the model used and the computational
cost be an factor to be considered, it ranged from
6 to more than 560 hours (Figure 4).

Figura 4 - Computational cost in hours.
Another important point is to know the
contribution of each Ramsey’s terms, which varies
depending on the model under study. In the case
of 3-ishwarone the fermi contact (FC) is the main
contributor,
suggesting
that
a
precise
determination of the FC is essential for reliable
results. Tables 1 and 2 are shown the values of
each term for vicinal (3JH1H2) and geminal
(2JH10aH10b) couplings.
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